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2. **Africa**— African journalists consider electoral roles—October 2015 pg. 26

3. **Austria**— Responsible refugee reporting takes hold in Germany, Austria-Oct. 2016, p. 12.


5. **Canada**— Professor investigates peaceful sports reporting—April 2015, pgs. 13-14; U.S., Canadian media biased in Middle East Coverage—October 2015, pg. 16

6. **Caribbean**— Website promotes peace in Caribbean—April 2014, pg. 16

7. **Colombia**— Journalists learn post-conflict tips in Colombia—April 2014, pg.11; Colombia Fulbright hosts PJ event—Oct. 2017, p. 15

8. **Comoros Islands**— Negative narratives common in Comoros media—April 2015, pgs. 16-17


10. **Cyprus**— Peace journalism takes root in Cyprus—April 2014, pg.3-5

11. **East Timor**—Peace media style is decisive in East Timor—April 2016, p. 12.


16. Gaza—University course connects Gaza and U.S.—October 2013, pg. 21; Operation war journalism rages in Gaza—October 2014, p. 18
17. Germany—Responsible refugee reporting takes hold in Germany, Austria—October 2016, p. 12.
18. Greece—Greek media contribute to immigrant stereotypes—April 2015, pgs. 17-18; Spanish journalists analyze Greek refugee crisis—October 2017, p. 10.
19. Guinea—Guinea Bissau journalists travel to Rhode Island—October 2014, pg. 14
21. Indonesia—Journalists must master conflict analysis—October 2013, pg. 22-24; Book Review: Journalism, Conflict in Indonesia—April 2014, pg. 18
22. Iraq—Iraqis learn conflict sensitive reporting—April 2012, pg. 22-23; Media practice war journalism prior to Iraq war—April 2013, pg. 22-24; Halabja museum visit sparks questions about PJ’s role—October 2017, pg. 25.
23. Israel—Israeli press acts as propaganda vehicle—April 2005, pgs. 8-9; Role of journalism in Israel and Palestine—October 2015 pg. 18
24. Italy (Lampedusa)—Crisis porn: The power of content curation—April 2014, pg. 10
25. Japan—Jake Lynch: PJ scholars reveal research—April 2013, pg. 3-7
26. Jordan—Peacebuilders ‘Gather” in Jordan, learn about PJ—April 2015, pg. 18
28. Kazakhstan—Almaty forum seeks to counter xenophobia, intolerance—October 2016, pg. 22
29. Kenya—Kenyan journalists learn to speak, write peace—October 2012, pg. 7-9; Kenyan journalists unite to battle violence—October 2012, pg. 10-11; Letter from Kenya highlights peace efforts—April 2013, pg. 8-9; Center assists exiled Somali journalists—April 2014, pg. 17-18; Rongo Univ. center examines Kenyan media—October 2014, pg. 8; Rongo (Kenya) journalists avoid inflaming conflict—April 2015, pgs. 14-15.; Kenyan seminar draws regional, international expertise—April 2017, pg. 26; Kenyan election 2017: Did journalists practice PJ?—October 2017, pg. 9.
32. Lebanon—Lebanese journalist rejects ‘war journalism’—October 2012, pg. 18-19; MAP hosts PJ projects, discussions in Beirut—October 2013, pg. 8-9; Media’s role in peace examined in Lebanon—April 2015, pgs. 22-23; MAP presents PJ, digital seminars in Lebanon—April 2016, p. 16
34. Libya—Peace Reporters showcase—Libyan Flashbacks—October, 2014, pg. 10
36. Mexico—Mexican peace journalists seek better world—October 2013, pg. 10-11;
   Symposium: Is PJ possible in Mexico?—April 2013, pg. 16-17; Serapaz promotes
   peaceful resolution and Ashoka engages journalists for change—-October, 2014, pg. 22
37. Middle East—Turning media constraints into opportunities—April 2016, pg. 18; Workshop
38. Mozambique—100 Mozambique journalists trained in PJ—October, 2014, pg. 12;
40. New Zealand—Study recommends integrating PJ into curriculum—April 2015, pg. 20-21
41. Northern Ireland—Workshop in Northern Ireland sparks spirited debate—April 2014,
   pg. 15-16
42. Nepal—In Nepal, seeking justice for 35 colleagues—October 2013, pg. 20
43. Nigeria—Biased reporting exacerbates Nigerian conflict—October 2013, pg. 15-16;
   Nigeria: Journalists’ role in peaceful elections—April 2014, pg. 22; PJ offers best
   approach to Boko Haram coverage—October, 2014, pg. 6; Nigerian trainings stress
   electoral reporting—April 2015, pgs. 24-25; Peace journalists face obstacles in Nigeria—
44. Palestine—Palestinian reporter sometimes frustrated—October, 2014, pg. 17; Role of
   journalism in Israel and Palestine—October 2015, pg. 18
45. Pakistan—Generating peace journalism in Pakistan—October 2012, pg. 15; PJ guides
   2013 Pakistani election coverage—October 2013, pg. 24; Some Pakistan media seek inter-
   faith peace—April 2014, pg. 8-9; Guiding a discussion on population in Pakistan—
   October, 2014, pg. 7; Study discovers war journalism in Pakistan—April 2016, pg. 15;.
   Indians, Pakistanis write postcards for peace—April 2017, pg. 22; In Karachi, teachers
   analyze peace, citizen journalism—October 2017, pg. 18; Afghanis, Pakistanis produce joint
   documentaries—October 2017, pg. 19; Study: Karachi conflict reporting is inflammatory—
46. Philippines—Peace radio program thrives in Philippines—October 2015, pg. 11;
   Balanced reporting needed on Pakistan nukes—Oct. 2016, pg. 11.
47. Rwanda—Distorted narratives fuel Rwandan media—April 2014, pg. 23-24; PJ practiced
   at Rwandan newspaper—April 2015, pgs. 25-26; Rwandan radio show teaches valuable
48. Saudi Arabia—Media used to amplify Saudi women’s voices—October 2012, pg. 12-13
49. Sierra Leone—Peace researchers convene in Sierra Leone—April 2017, pg. 8; Ebola in
   Sierra Leone: Reporting a Nightmare—April 2017, pg. 10; Sierra Leone journalists
   discuss Ebola reporting, learn PJ basics—April 2017, pg. 12.
50. **Somali**-- Center assists exiled Somali journalists—April 2014, pg. 17-18; Somali journalists strive to build peace—October, 2014, pg. 24
51. **South Sudan**—South Sudanese utilize media for reconciliation—Oct. 2016, p. 3; Journalist as Refugee: The Flight (from South Sudan) to Uganda, Oct. 2016, pg. 5; Foreign journalists banned from South Sudan—Oct. 2017, pg. 22.
53. **Syria**-- Jake Lynch: Circularity on Syria—October 2013, pg. 5-6; Turning Assad into the enemy—October 2014, pg. 7; Anti-Assad agenda tests peace journalists—April 2012, pg. 17-19
54. **Syria (refugees)**--; Turkish Journalists improve refugee reporting—April 2015, pg. 3-7; Turkish journalists tackle refugee reporting—October 2015 pg. 22; Aylan’s picture: No easy, or good, choices—October 2015 pg. 24
55. **Turkey**—IPRA attendees unite for peace in Istanbul—October, 2014, pg. 20; Turkish Journalists improve refugee reporting—April 2015, pg. 3-7; Promoting citizen peace journalism in Turkey—October 2015; pg. 14; Turkish journalists tackle refugee reporting—October 2015 pg. 22; The long journey from Syria to Malatya, Turkey—April 2016, p. 3.
57. **Ukraine**-- Media resurrect cold war narratives—April 2014, pg. 23
58. **United States**--


*Ferguson, Missouri*—Ferguson offers journalists chance for community based narratives, and Sensational Ferguson coverage—October, 2014, pgs. 2-5;

*Minnesota*-- Compassionate rebels inspire students—October 2015, pg. 12

*Palm Beach Gardens, Florida* -- Media can promote religious tolerance—April 2012, pg. 4-5;

*Parkville, Missouri*--Park Univ.-- Media ethics, PJ take stage at Park Univ.—October 2013, pg. 16-17; Park Univ. symposium: Is PJ possible in Mexico?—April 2013, pg. 16
Rhode Island-- Guinea Bissau journalists travel to Rhode Island-- October, 2014, pg. 14; Richmond, Indiana-- Earlham College students experiment in PJ—April 2013, pg.18-19; Swarthmore, Pennsylvania—Swarthmore College PJ course challenges students—April 2012, pg. 18
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1. 100 Mozambique journalists trained in PJ-- October 2014, pg. 12
3. African journalists consider electoral roles—October 2015 pg. 26
6. Anti-Assad agenda tests peace journalists—April 2012, pg. 17
7. Ashoka engages journalists for change-- October 2014, pg. 22
9. Aylan’s picture: No easy, or good, choices—October 2015 pg. 24
12. Center assists exiled Somali journalists—April 2014, pg. 17-18
14. Circularity on Syria—October 2013, pg. 5-6
15. Colombia Fulbright hosts PJ event—Oct. 2017, p. 15
17. Compassionate rebels inspire students—October 2015, pg. 12
21. Crisis porn: The power of content curation—April 2014, pg.10
23. Distorted narratives fuel Rwandan media—April 2014, pg.24-25
24. Do Afghani journalists understand conflict?—April 2012, pg. 12-15
25. DRC journalists discuss election experiences—April 2017, pg. 20.
26. Earlham College students experiment in PJ—April 2013, pg. 18-19
27. East meets West in Myanmar—April 2014, pg. 6-7
29. (Ethics) PJ is consistent with traditional ethics codes—October 2012, pg. 20-21
30. Ferguson offers journalists chance for community based narratives—October 2014, pg. 3
32. Gandhi: The original peace journalist—April 2012, pg. 3
33. Generating peace journalism in Pakistan—October 2012, pg. 15
34. Global dialogue, PJ embraced at BronxNet—April 2013, pg. 12-13
35. Greek media contribute to immigrant stereotypes—April 2015, pgs. 17-18
36. Guiding a discussion on population in Pakistan—October 2014, pg. 7
37. Guinea-Bissau journalists travel to Rhode Island—October 2014, pg. 14
40. Hebdo: Explain violence without excusing it—April 2015, pg. 19
43. In Nepal, seeking justice for 35 colleagues—October 2013, pg. 20
44. Iraqis learn conflict sensitive reporting—April 2012, pg. 22-23.
45. Indians, Pakistanis write postcards for peace—April 2017, pg. 22.
46. International Peace Research Assn: PJ scholars reveal research—April 2013, pg. 3-7
47. IPRA attendees unite for peace in Istanbul—October 2014, pg. 20
48. IREX supports peace media projects—April 2012, pg. 11
49. IVOH names fellows, plans media summit—April 2017, pg. 25.
50. Is Peace Journalism ethical?—April 2012, pg. 16
51. Journalists gather, train for peace in DR Congo—October 2014, pg. 23
52. Journalists learn post-conflict tips in Colombia—April 14, pg. 11
53. Journalists must master conflict analysis—October 2013, pg. 22-24
54. Journalists seek untold Afghan stories—October 2013, pg. 3-4
55. Journalists unite to reduce victims’ trauma—October 2012, pg. 6
56. Kenya journalists learn to speak, write peace—October 2012, pg. 7-9
59. Kenyan journalists unite to battle violence—October 2012, pg. 10-11
60. Kuwaiti journalists give voice to Bidoon—October 2015, pg. 8.
61. Lebanese journalist rejects ‘war journalism’—October 2012, pg. 18-19
62. Letter from Kenya highlights peace efforts—April 2013, pg. 8-9
63. Liberian students trained to be change-makers—Oct. 2016, pg. 18.
64. Long journey from Syria to Malatya, Turkey—April 2016, p. 3.
65. Manual introduces PJ to Afghan journalists—April 2014, pg. 21
66. MAP hosts PJ projects, discussions in Beirut—October 2013, pg. 8-9
67. MAP presents PJ, digital seminars in Lebanon—April 2016, p. 16
68. Measuring violence in the news media—April 2012, pg. 10
69. Media can promote religious tolerance—April 2012, pg. 4-5
70. Media ethics, PJ take stage at Park U.—October 2013, pg. 16-17
71. Media practice war journalism prior to Iraq—April 2013, pg. 22-24
72. Media resurrect cold war narratives—April 2016, pg. 23
73. Media immigration coverage scrutinized in Bronx, NY—October 2014, pg. 19
74. New horizons for PJ research—April 2016, p. 22.
75. Media transform public opinion during disasters—April 2015, pg. 21
76. Media used to amplify Saudi women’s voices—October 2012, pg. 12-13
77. Media’s role in peace examined in Lebanon—April 2015, pgs. 22-23
78. Mexican peace journalists seek better world—October 2013, pg. 10-11.
80. Negative narratives common in Comoros media—April 2015, pgs. 16-17
81. Nigeria: Journalists’ role in peaceful elections—April 2014, pg. 22
82. Nigerian trainings stress electoral reporting—April 2015, pgs. 24-25
83. Operation war journalism rages in Gaza—October 2014, pg. 18
84. Palestinian reporter sometimes frustrated—Q&A—October 2014, pg. 17
85. Peace journalism takes root in Cyprus—April 2014, pg. 3-5
86. Peace photojournalist communicates hope—April 2017, pg. 16.
88. Peace radio program thrives in Philippines—October 2015, pg. 11
89. Peaceful perspectives needed in Kashmir region—October 2015, pg. 3.
90. Peacebuilders ‘Gather” in Jordan, learn about PJ—April 2015, pg. 18
92. PJ debunks myths in The Bronx, NY—April 2014—pg. 12-13
93. PJ empowers community media in Cameroon—October, 2017, p. 3.
94. PJ guides 2013 Pakistani election coverage—October 2013, pg. 24
103. PJ ideas useful for criminal justice—October 2013, pg. 18-19
104. PJ in Spain needs new regulatory framework—October 2015, pg. 10
105. PJ is consistent with traditional ethics codes—October 2012, pg. 20-21
108. PJ offers best approach to Boko Haram coverage—October 2014, pg. 6
109. PJ offers new options for Afghani journalists—April 2015, pgs. 10-12
110. PJ practiced at Rwandan newspaper—April 2015, pgs. 25-26
111. PJ scholars reveal research—April 2013, pg. 3-7
113. PJ trainer: Seminars spur changes—April 2012, pg. 8-9
114. PJ: Transforming the field of journalism—April 2014, pg. 20-21
115. PJ workshops conducted in two Fiji cities—October 2017, p. 6.
118. Professor investigates peaceful sports reporting—April 2015, pgs. 13-14
119. Promoting citizen peace journalism in Turkey—October 2015; pg. 14
120. Real story can get lost—April 2017, p. 6.
122. Responsible refugee reporting takes hold in Germany, Austria-Oct. 2016, p. 12.
123. (Book) Review: Journalism, Conflict in Indonesia—April 2014, pg. 18
124. (Book) Review: Promoting peace, inciting violence—October 2014, pg. 15
125. Rongo (Kenya) journalists avoid inflaming conflict—April 2015, pgs. 14-15
126. Role of journalism in Israel and Palestine—October 2015 pg. 18
127. Rongo Univ. center examines Kenyan media--October 2014, pg. 8
128. Rotary, peace journalists are natural partners—October 2012, pg. 22
131. Sahar Speaks seeks to train Afghan women—October 2014, pg. 16
132. Serapaz promotes peaceful resolution—October 2014, pg. 22
133. Sensational Ferguson coverage—October 2014, pg. 4
134. Should peace journalists cover conspiracies?—April 2013, pg. 21
137. Somali journalists strive to build peace—October 2014, pg. 24
138. Some Pakistan media seek inter-faith peace—April 2014, pg. 8-9
139. South Sudanese utilize media for reconciliation-Oct. 2016, p. 3.
141. Study: Are Fiji media inflammatory?—April 2014, pg. 19
142. Study discovers war journalism in Pakistan—April 2016, p. 15.
Study: Israeli press acts as propaganda vehicle—April 2015, pgs. 8-9
Study: Melodrama sells, development ignored—April 2016, p. 20.
Study recommends integrating PJ into curriculum—April 2015, pgs. 20-21
Swarthmore PJ course challenges students—April 2012, pg. 18
Symposium: Is PJ possible in Mexico?—April 2013, pg. 16-17
Turkish Journalists improve refugee reporting—April 2015, pg. 3-7
Turkish journalists tackle refugee reporting—October 2015, pg. 22
Turning Assad into the enemy—October 2014, pg. 7
Turning media constraints into opportunities—April 2016, p. 18.
Twitter influences peace, social change—April 2014, pg. 12-14
Uganda PJ project discourages violence—April 2012, pg. 6-7
Ugandan media hope to ‘Let Peace Prevail’—October 2013, pg. 14
Ugandans wrap media/counterterror project—April 2013, pg.14-15
University course connects Gaza and U.S.—October 2013, pg. 21
U.S., Canadian media biased in Middle East Coverage—October 2015, pg. 16
Website promotes peace in Caribbean—April 2014, pg. 16
Workshop in N. Ireland sparks spirited debate—April 2014, pg. 15-16
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1. **Aafreedi, Navras Jaat (Dr.)** — Some Pakistan media seek inter-faith peace—April 2014, pg. 8-9
4. **Aciro, Gloria Laker and Wanzala, Ouma** -- Kenya journalists learn to speak, write peace—October 2012, pg. 7-9
5. **Adebayo, Joseph**-- Nigerian trainings stress electoral reporting—April 2015, pgs. 24-25
7. **Akeel, Maha** -- Media used to amplify Saudi women’s voices—October 2012, pg. 12-13
8. **Al-Matrouk, Shahad**— Kuwaiti journalists give voice to Bidoon—October 2015, pg. 8.
10. **Anwar, Ruqiyaa**— Study discovers war journalism in Pakistan—April 2016, p. 15.
11. **Aslam, Ruksana (Dr.)**— Study recommends integrating PJ into curriculum—April 2015, pgs. 20-21; PJ workshops conducted in two Fiji cities—October 2017, p. 6.
12. **Atay-Avsar, Tulay; Bodur, Akin; Sarisakaloglu, Aynur**; The long journey from Syria to Malatya—April, 2016, p. 3.
13. **Avila-Zesatti, Cristina**— Mexican peace journalists seek better world—October 2014, pg. 10-11
14. **Babunga, Christophe**— DRC journalists discuss election experiences—April 2017, pg. 20.
15. **Babatunde, Olalekan Augustine**— Peace journalists face obstacles in Nigeria—October 2015 pg. 20
17. **Bassil, Vanessa**— Lebanese journalist rejects ‘war journalism’—October 2012, pg.18-19; Media’s role in peace examined in Lebanon—April 2015, pgs. 22-23; MAP presents PJ, digital seminars in Lebanon—April 2016, p. 16
19. **Belle, Francis**— Website promotes peace in Caribbean—April 2014, pg. 16
20. **Benoy, Joseph**— Book review—Promoting peace, inciting violence—October, 2014, pg. 15
21. **Berlowe, Bert**— Compassionate rebels inspire students—October 2015, pg. 12
22. **Bongol, De S.G. Fresnel Tsimba**— African journalists consider electoral roles—October 2015 pg. 26
23. **Breckon, Donald J. (Dr.)**— Rotary, peace journalists are natural partners—October 2012, pg.22
24. **Brewer, John (Dr.)**— Workshop in N. Ireland sparks spirited debate—April 2014, pg. 15-16
25. **Brown, Daniel**— Negative narratives common in Comoros media—April 2015, pg. 16-17
26. **Brown, Gita**— Guinea Bissau journalists travel to Rhode Island—October, 2014, pg. 14
27. **Brown, Keith & Lukacovic, Marta**— PJ: Transforming the field of journalism—April 2014, pg.20-21
28. **Cerrotti, Rachel**— Peace photojournalist communicates hope—April 2017, pg. 16.
29. **Chandran, Abhilash**— Gandhi: The original peace journalist—April 2012, pg. 3
31. **Cohn, Lora (Dr.)**— Review: Journalism, Conflict in Indonesia—April 2014, pg. 18
33. **Crivelente, Moara**— Study: Israeli press acts as propaganda vehicle—April 2005, pg. 8-9
34. **Curca, Monica** — Crisis porn: The power of content curation—April 14, pg.10; The peace process will not be re-Tweeted—April 2013, pg. 10-11; Refugees: the power of telling people’s stories—April 2016, p. 6.
35. **Dean, Michael and Miller, Taylor**— Turkish journalists tackle refugee reporting—October 2015 pg. 22
36. **De Genseric, Fresnel**—Journalists gather for peace in DR Congo— October, 2014, pg. 23
37. **Dhungana, Siromani**— In Nepal, seeking justice for 35 colleagues—October 2013, pg. 20
38. **Dolezilek, Julie**— Is Peace Journalism ethical?—April 2012, pg. 16
39. **Enloe, Jeff**— Symposium: Is PJ possible in Mexico?—April 2013, pg. 16-17
40. **Ersoy, Metin (Dr.)**—IPRA attendees unite for peace in Istanbul—October, 2014, pg. 20
41. **Espadas, Val**— Real story can get lost—April 2017, p. 6.
42. **Feyyaz, Muhammad**— Generating peace journalism in Pakistan—October 2012, pg. 15
44. **Getty, Carol (Dr.)**— PJ ideas useful for criminal justice—October 2013, pg. 18—19
45. **Getty, Carol (Dr.)**; **Christopher, Ken (Dr.)** and **Hamilton, John (Dr.)**— Media, officials unite against terrorism—October 2012, pg.16-17
46. **Gezgin, Ulas**— Promoting citizen peace journalism in Turkey—October 2015; pg. 14
47. **Ghosh, Padmini and Poddar, Diksha**— Study: Melodrama sells, development ignored—April 2016, p. 20.
48. **Gleich, Michael**—Peace Reporters Showcase: Libyan Flashbacks—October, 2014, pg. 10
49. **Harbin, Ashley**— Distorted narratives fuel Rwandan media—April 2014, pg.24-25; PJ practiced at Rwandan newspaper—April 2015, pgs. 25-26
50. **Hassan, Burhan Farah**— Center assists exiled Somali journalists—April 2014, pg. 17-18
51. **Head, Emma**— Sahar Speaks gives voice to Afghani women—Oct. 2016, p. 16.
52. **Hetrick, Judi (Dr.)** — Earlham College students experiment in PJ—April 2013, pg.18-19
53. **Hiller, Patrick and Niemela, Erin**— Peace voices channel blossoms on YouTube—April 2013, pg. 20
55. **Iftikhar, Mohid**— PJ guides 2013 Pakistani election coverage—October 2013, pg.24; Guiding a discussion on population in Pakistan—October, 2014, pg. 7; Media transform public opinion during disasters—April 2015, pg. 21
56. (The) **Institute for Economics and Peace**— Measuring violence in the news media—April 2012, pg. 10
57. **IREX**— IREX supports peace media projects—April 2012, pg. 11
60. **Kalfeli, Naya**— Greek media contribute to immigrant stereotypes—April 2015, pg. 17-18
62. Kenney, Kendra and Knoche, Katelyn -- Media ethics, PJ take stage at Park U.—
October 2014, pg. 16-17
63. Knobbe, Michael Max -- Global dialogue, PJ embraced at BronxNet—April 2013, pg. 12-13
64. Kvinna till Kvinna Foundation—Palestinian reporter sometimes frustrated-- October, 2014, pg. 17
67. Laredo, Mayra- Corresponsales improve Spanish media-Oct. 2016, pg. 24; Spanish
68. Likes, Terry-- Police shootings, new tech challenge journalists—April 2017, pg. 18.
69. Lumbasi, Caren -- Letter from Kenya highlights peace efforts—April 2013, pg. 8
70. Lynch, Jake (Dr.) -- Circularity on Syria—October 2013, pg. 5-6; Peace Journalism
works—October 2012, pg. 3-5; PJ scholars reveal research—April 2013, pg.3-7; East
meets West in Myanmar—April 2014, pg. 6-7; PJ offers new options for Afghani
journalists—April 2015, pgs. 10-12; New horizons for PJ research—April 2016, p. 22.
71. MacMillan, Jim (Dr.) --Swarthmore PJ course challenges students—April 2012, pg. 18
72. Maherali, Alim-- U.S., Canadian media biased in Middle East Coverage—October 2015,
pg. 16
73. Martin, Benoite-- Iraqis learn conflict sensitive reporting—April 2012, pg. 22-23
75. Media Association for Peace (Lebanon)-- MAP hosts PJ projects, discussions in
Beirut—October 2013, pg. 8-9
76. Mekasha, Mekuria—Somali journalists strive to build peace-- October, 2014, pg. 24
77. McIntosh, Ian (Dr.) -- University course connects Gaza and U.S.—October 2013, pg. 21.
78. Mitra, Saumava-- Considering the role of visuals in PJ messaging— October 2015, page
6.
80. Momin, Masoud -- Manual introduces PJ to Afghan journalists—April 2014, pg. 21; PJ
81. Mujungu, Betty -- Ugandan media hope to ‘Let Peace Prevail’—October 2013, pg. 14
83. Niemela, Erin—Operation war journalism rages in Gaza-- October, 2014, pg. 18
85. Ogenga, Fredrick (Dr.)—Rongo Univ. center examines Kenyan media-- October, 2014;
pg. 8; Rongo (Kenya) journalists avoid inflaming conflict—April 2015, pgs. 14-15
86. Okanume, Joachin Uche -- Conflict sensitivity doesn’t impede objectivity—October
2012, pg.23-24
87. **Okoh**, Rosemary: Nigeria: Journalists’ role in peaceful elections—April 2014, pg. 22
89. **Pembecioglu**, Nilufer- Turkish Journalists improve refugee reporting—April 2015, pg. 3-7
92. **Peters**, Jessica -- PJ is consistent with traditional ethics codes—October 2012, pg. 20-21
95. **Rotman**, Amie—Sahar Speaks trains Afghan women-- October, 2014, pg. 16
96. **Rubeiz**, Ghassan Michel-- Media can promote religious tolerance—April 2012, pg. 4-5
97. **Salinas**, Alex Irvan Arevalo-- PJ in Spain needs new regulatory framework—October 2015, pg. 10
98. **School of Peacemaking (Central Asia)-** Almaty forum seeks to counter xenophobia, intolerance-Oct. 2016, pg. 22.
101. **Singh**, Shailendra -- Study: Are Fiji media inflammatory?—April 2014, pg. 19
102. **Stout**, Sarah— Peace journalism takes root in Cyprus—April 2014, pg.3-5
105. **Tompkins**, Al -- Journalists unite to reduce victims’ trauma—October 2012, pg. 6
106. **Tiripelli**, Giuliana-- Role of journalism in Israel and Palestine—October 2015 pg. 18; Turning media constraints into opportunities—April 2016, p. 18.
110. **Villari**, Rachel-- Professor investigates peaceful sports reporting—April 2015, pgs. 13-14
112. **Wanjala**, Robert -- Kenyan journalists unite to battle violence—October 2012, pg.10-11


114. **Zamanillo**, Lourdes—Serapaz promotes peaceful resolution—October, 2014, pg. 22

115. **Zelizer**, Craig (Dr.) -- Twitter influences peace, social change—April 2014, pg. 12-14
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